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Asian shares were mildly up on Wednesday as investors awaited

the Federal Reserve's view on the economy at the end of its

policy meeting, although upbeat Chinese and U.S. economic data

is likely to give sentiment a tailwind.

The Federal Reserve started its policy-setting meeting on

Tuesday, which will be followed by a news conference and policy

statement on Wednesday, while central-bank decisions from the

Bank of England and the Bank of Japan are due on Thursday.

The World Trade Organization said that U.S. tariffs on Chinese

goods violate international rules, undermining the main

justification for President Donald Trump’s trade war against

Beijing.

Commodity Pulse GLOBAL INDICESGLOBAL MARKET ROUND UP

Particular Close Prev. Close % Chg

COMEX Gold 1954.15 1956.86 -0.14%

COMEX Silver 27.14 27.12 0.05%

WTI Crude oil 38.28 37.26 2.74%

LME Copper 6762 6796 -0.51%

USDINR 73.65 73.49 0.22%

Dollar Index 93.05 93.05 0.00%

EURUSD 1.185 1.187 -0.16%

Hang-Seng 24733 24640 0.38%

Nikkei 23455 23559 -0.44%

Shanghai 3296 3279 0.51%

S&P 500 3401 3384 0.52%

CAC 5068 5052 0.32%

DAX 13218 13194 0.18%

Global Market Snapshot

Commodities

Currencies

Equities

Economic Data

Date-Time Country Data/Event Period Forecast Prior

09/16/2020 18:00 US Retail Sales Advance MoM Aug 1.0% 1.2%

09/16/2020 23:30 US FOMC Rate Decision (Upper Bound) Sep-16 0.3% 0.3%
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COMEX Gold Spot COMEX Silver Spot

Bullion prices kept the firm trading range with COMEX spot golf prices traded near $1960 on Wednesday

while spot silver prices at COMEX were trading half a percent up near $27.30 in the morning trade.

Bullion prices fluctuated on WTO ruling over US tariffs on China and speculation over US FOMC meeting.

Gold was trading near a two-week high and the dollar at a two-week low when the WTO deemed that

the Trump administration’s tariffs on $200 billion worth of Chinese goods were illegal.

We expect gold prices to trade up with support at $1930 and resistance at $2000. MCX Gold October

support at Rs. 51400, resistance lies at Rs. 52200/52500. MCX Silver December has important

resistance at Rs. 70500.
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MCX Crude Oil Sept 2020 MCX Natural Gas Sept 2020

Crude oil prices traded higher with benchmark WTI crude oil rallied by more than 2% on Tues day while

prices were trading 1.5% up to $39 on Wednesday morning. Natural gas prices traded 2% higher on

supply disruption fears in line with crude oil prices.

Crude oil prices rose on bullish weekly inventory report from API and production shut due to Hurricane

Sally. The API report showed 9.51 mb of drawdown in its weekly inventory report. Prices got additional

support as more than 25% of offshore oil and gas production is shut in Gulf of Mexico.

We expect oil prices to trade sideways to up for the day with MCX Crude oil September futures has

support at Rs. 2780 with resistance at Rs.2950.
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LME Copper 3M Forward LME Nickel 3M Forward

Base metals traded mixed on Tuesday with most of the metals kept the range bound trading with

positive bias. Zinc prices led the gains rallying 1% for the day while copper prices ended flat.

Base metals reported mixed trading with the World Trade Organization ruling that the U.S. Violated

international regulations by imposing tariffs on more than $234 billion of Chinese exports. Copper prices

may keep positive trade on China demand recovery.

We expect base metals to trade sideways to up with MCX Copper support at Rs. 524, resistance at Rs.

532/535. MCX Nickel resistance lies at Rs. 1140.
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TECHNICAL LEVELS

COMMODITY MOVEMENT

Exchange Commodity S3 S2 S1 Pivot R1 R2 R3

MCX Gold 50885 51110 51398 51623 51911 52136 52424

MCX Silver 66887 67396 68181 68690 69475 69984 70769

MCX Crude Oil 2648 2677 2712 2741 2776 2805 2840

MCX Natural Gas 158.63 163.37 167.03 171.77 175.43 180.17 183.83

MCX Copper 520.57 522.53 525.87 527.83 531.17 533.13 536.47

MCX Lead 144.93 145.87 147.58 148.52 150.23 151.17 152.88

MCX Zinc 189.73 190.52 191.38 192.17 193.03 193.82 194.68

MCX Nickel 1102.60 1107.00 1114.20 1118.60 1125.80 1130.20 1137.40

MCX Aluminium 143.70 144.25 145.20 145.75 146.70 147.25 148.20

MCX Cotton 17323 17467 17693 17837 18063 18207 18433

MCX CPO 763.27 767.63 775.77 780.13 788.27 792.63 800.77

MCX Mentha Oil 944.87 951.43 955.67 962.23 966.47 973.03 977.27

Exchange Commodity Open High Low Close % Change Volume Open Int

MCX Gold 51599 51847 51334 51687 0.72 10654 11108

MCX Silver 68485 69200 67906 68965 1.53 19443 16637

MCX Crude Oil 2769 2769 2705 2748 0.18 75408 1984

MCX Natural Gas 170.60 176.50 168.10 170.70 1.37 263177 10457

MCX Copper 526.00 529.80 524.50 529.20 0.97 19205 3821

MCX Lead 147.25 149.45 146.80 149.30 1.39 4748 873

MCX Zinc 192.00 192.95 191.30 192.25 0.05 12032 2393

MCX Nickel 1117.10 1123.00 1111.40 1121.40 0.87 13190 1460

MCX Aluminium 144.95 146.30 144.80 146.15 0.97 1980 618

MCX Cotton 17810 17980 17610 17920 0.45 269 722

MCX CPO 774.20 784.50 772.00 783.90 2.55 1813 2588

MCX Mentha Oil 965.00 968.80 958.00 959.90 -0.57 43 132
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